
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS CONTRASTS SCENES DISCLAIMER: I HAVE NO KNOWLEDGE OF FILMMAKING
PROLOOG FUTURE SHOT WHATSOEVER. FROM WHAT I DO KNOW CAN BE STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Wildfire - Never knew I could have so much to loose. I was wrong IN FILMS I ANALYSED THE STRUCTURE OF BIGGEST LITTLE FARM
PRESENT JUST FOR FUN :-)

C1 lovely farm life dream plan 
TENSION: IS IT CRAZY? YES/NO C1 everyone told us we were wrong

PAST
promise to a dog
mollie knew an even deeper truth : health of food = quality of food

C2 mollie ideal: farm everything she can cook - in harmony with nature
C2 reality: no money

TODD: DRIVER FOR CREATION dog promise
dog barks

C3 mollies dream: answer to everything
C3 C4 no money

REVERSAL C4 found investor
ACT I PRESENT -  ALAN GUIDANCE

apricot lane farms
C5 C15 C31 non abundantly living - mono - dead soil
C14 dead bees
C5 alan - diversity
C6 mollie loves him

TENSION: John / Alan argument C6 john doubts
John / Alan argument - NEG C7 C9 irrigation pond filling : does not work

C7 alan : surfing
C8 alan : starting over, getting rid of stuff

John / Alan argument - NEG C8 john: need money and sell crops, not take stuff out
6 months = 1 year money gone, no crops

bring ppl in
C9 pond take II

alan: plants build soil
alan: highest possible amount of biodiversity

animals
animals -> poop

EMMA pig: brand character
one part left to plant

C10 alan: 75 types of stone fruit trees, diversity, diversify, diversify
C10 C11 john: complicated! dependent!

EMMA emma gives birth
John / Alan argument - POS C11 john: everyday terrifying + magically unpredictable

big egg
sell many eggs



John / Alan argument - POS farming 200 things -> alan: simplicity -> flywheel in motion -> john: great!
cover crops - more work - sheep - poop - soil

wild life
balans between needs farm and needs wildlife

C12 C26 C29 coyote I - ducks
C12 C13 alan: simple

John / Alan argument - NEG C13 john: not easy
John / Alan argument NEG REVERSAL john: he kept something from us

cancer
ACT II PRESENT - ON THEIR OWN - PROBLEM SOLVING AND RELUCTANT RELEASE OF CONTROL - LET NATURE RUN ITS COURSE 

john+ mollie -> the ground drops away from underneath them
ohter problems / on their own

C26 C29 coyote II : chickens
EMMA emma sick

lamb with intestines outside
EMMA emma's babies are taken away

john: slow disillusionment of our earnest intent
let nature run its'course

EMMA emma needs to decide if she wants to live
band with animals -> they become food

C14 bees coming - good sign
C15 blossoming fruit trees - fruit basket - rare species - edge on market

paradise
John / Alan argument - POS john: can see why he pushed for this

birds eat the fruit
John / Alan argument - NEG mollie: alan said this would balance out, but how?
John / Alan argument - NEG john: alans idea of perfect harmony, but how?

C27 paradise = pests
snails I
alan dies

John / Alan argument - NEG mollie: abandoned + sad
dead mother sheep

C37 orphan lamb
John / Alan argument - NEG john: heartbroken + disappointed + angry

mollie: he would not have wanted us to stop but it is hard to do it without him
snails II

C16 john: poison
C16 Mollie: no

sell pig
drought

ducks droppings kill the drying pond
everything must be contributing, if not ..

TODD: DRIVER FOR CREATION REVERSAL todd: observes, decoding how the world works



ACT III PRESENT - ON THEIR OWN TWO FEET - OBSERVATION FOLLOWED BY CREATIVITY - CREATING WITH NATURE
ducks - snails

soil
C17 more manure - more maggots
C17 more food for chickens - managble flie population
C18 weevles 
C18 chickens!

EMMA C19 mr greasy and emma
alan: co-existence with the land can't be forced. it is a delicate, patient dance with no guarantees

C20 alan: each year it will get easier and more predictable
John / Alan argument - NEG C20 john: the dance becomes familiar but the partners always change

C21 C32 gofers (wangzak ratten) - kill fruit tree roots - love cover crops
C21 uilenkasten - how do we know they will come? we don't

fruit eaten by birds - growing fruit to feed chickens
C36 market stall - rather empty iso bounty sharing as their dream

C26 C29 coyote III - 230 chickens
C24 kill coyote

uncompromising idealism belief dies - can't control this place
fifth season - wind

C22 drought - driest in 1200 years
dependent on aquifer (groundwater)

C22 46 cms of rain
wet animals, wild and domestic

C23 other farms topsoil washes to sea
C23 not here - aquifer filled - soil stayed - cover crops

C26 C29 coyote IV- chickens
C24 idea: to control coyote must kill coyote

chicken gurardian dogs
C25 amma gives birth again + mr greasy

C26 C29 coyote outside fence - can't come in because of dogs
nighs camera's

many coyotes
coyote paralysed - chasing gofer

C27 coyote not just a pest also a friend
milkyway - earth part of - spinning inside it

C28 greasy got killed by guardian dog Kia
C28 rosey doens't kill chickens!

tiny revelations that are born of failure act as fuel for the engine of our ecosystem - if we pay attention we get to use it
C27 coyotes - attention now on gofers

C32 dead fruit trees because of gofers
C29 not enough coyotes!

C30 C33 as our farm flourishes, so do the pests
C30 mollie: the healthier the crops, the more the ..., the better the fruit, the more the birds

alan: by 7th year you will be longer alone in farming - he was right
wildlife
people



C31 alan: you will see things that you did not see before. you will tap into the power of nature that you can ride without extraordinary effort
surfing
flywheel in motion
establishing equilibrium
complexity, diversity, all supporting and enhancing eachother
web of life

C32 owls: eat gofers
C33 a host of specialized players arrived to do their part

alan: benath our feet
old soil - dry, dead, devoir of life
new soil - mirco organisms, purpose driven organisms alchimising death to life
the farm is energized entirely by the impermanence of life

C34 todd first baby
C34 mollie pregnant - second baby

team
C35 cow gives birth to girl
C35 mollie gives birth to boy

not just for us -  for him
todd dies - 

the question who saved who was no longer a mystery. he let us to the interconnected beauty that surround us
his role in their lifes complete, now someone else to be brave for

boy growing up
C36 market - sharing bounty finally

wild fires
Molly: didn't know that the hardships we have makes the actual dream so much more alive
tours for tourists

EMMA emma - to entertain you all
John / Alan argument - POS alan york look out - John had asekd him once if he had designed the fruit basket to prevent the water from running off. Yes, and because it is beautiful!

alive with infinite possibilities
C37 C38 orphan lamb sniffs a cow

C38 we were never alone, not for a second
John: harmony with nature? comfrotable level of disharmony

ecosystem entire planet works in exactly the same way
RESOLUTION: John / Alan argument perfect - ends discussion with alan
TENSION: IS IT CRAZY? NO epiloog - farm life


